MS/JH

THEME SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT
1. Staff, KEALING
2. Loren Hall, Angela Ruan, Claire DeLane and Gabriel Parr, CANYON VISTA
3. Sydni Kirkendall, Lauren Barzee, Darcy Caruthers and Yasmin Martinez, RIDGEVIEW

CAPTIONS
1. Raleigh Savage, LAMAR
2. Nora Kelly, Isha Sheth and Kayla Le, KEALING
3. Kathhryn Amigh, BRIARHILL

HEADLINES
1. Ava Spurgeon, Isa Matamoros, Kayla Le and Lane Sepheri, KEALING

INDEX SPREAD
1. Nora Kelly, KEALING
2. KateLyn Gunderson, Layla Tellez and Elena Matlock, CHAPA
3. Payton Durham, BRIARHILL

FEATURE SPREAD
1. Sophie Evans, LAMAR
2. Mia Chalk, Claire DeLane and Gabriel Parr, CANYON VISTA
3. Kyra Kleiman, KEALING

STUDENT-LIFE SPREAD
1. Shania Nixon, KEALING
2. Ainsley Gibson, RIDGEVIEW
3. Shania Nixon, KEALING

SPORTS SPREAD
1. Isa Matamoros, KEALING
2. Ainsley Gibson and Yasmin Martinez, RIDGEVIEW
3. Raleigh Savage, LAMAR

ACADEMIC SPREAD
1. Shania Nixon, KEALING
3. Luci Garza and Olivia Smith, LAMAR

PEOPLE SECTION SPREAD
1. Shania Nixon, KEALING
2. Juliana Wassert, RIDGEVIEW
3. Chloe Marco and Sky Willis, LAMAR
HM-Zarga Fatima, KEALING
HM-Lily Morales, Jasmine Jaimes and Isabella Flores, CHAPA

CLUB/ORGANIZATION SPREAD
1. Isa Matamoros, KEALING
2. Chloe Marco and Scarlet Craig, LAMAR
3. Nora Kelly, KEALING

BLENDED COVERAGE SPREAD
1. Natalie Chau, KEALING
2. Raleigh Savage, LAMAR
3. Amanda Miller, Alexander Winston, Avery Simmons and Brianna Harden, RIDGEVIEW

INFOGRAPHIC
1. Zarga Fatima, KEALING
2. Zarga Fatima, KEALING
3. Naomi Vega, RIDGEVIEW

STUDENT LIFE FEATURE STORY
1. Malvika Pradhan, KEALING
2. Natalie Chau, KEALING
3. Amanda Miller, RIDGEVIEW

ACADEMIC FEATURE STORY
1. Ava Spurgeon, KEALING
2. Juliana Wassmuth, RIDGEVIEW
3. Alexander Winston, RIDGEVIEW
HM-Kayla Le, KEALING

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Marshall Shannon, RIDGEVIEW
2. Kendall Ward and Daria Hoffman, RIDGEVIEW
3. Malvika Pradhan, KEALING

CLUB/ORGANIZATION FEATURE STORY
1. Maggie Frederick, KEALING
2. Lane Sepheri, KEALING
3. Amanda Miller, RIDGEVIEW
HM-Ainsley Gibson, RIDGEVIEW

PERSONALITY PROFILE STORY
1. Kayla Le, KEALING
2. Kayla Le, KEALING
3. Chloe Marco, LAMAR

SPORTS ACTION PHOTO
1. Angely Irizarry-Chico, CHAPA
2. Anya Rutlata, KEALING
3. Yasmin Martinez, RIDGEVIEW
HM-Cameron Winters, BRIARHILL

SPORTS FEATURE PHOTO
1. Brianna Harden, RIDGEVIEW
2. Sophie Gershon, KEALING
3. Luci Garza, LAMAR
HM-Maggie Frederick, KEALING

ACADEMIC PHOTO
1. Layla Tellez, CHAPA
2. Yasmin Martinez, RIDGEVIEW
3. Jaynie Lee, KEALING

INDEX SPREAD
1. The Brahma Staff, EAST BERNARD
2. Amity Holubec, Kylie Sledge, THRALL
3. Colby Menefee, BUFFALO
HM - Bayl Gortney, Alexandra Hill, Jordan Faulkner, Karisa Mauldin, Kassandra Quilario, NEW BOSTON

TRIBUTE AD SPREAD
1. Gretchen Scott and Allison Read, HILL COUNTRY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
2. Minnie Dyess, BURTON
3. Grant Williams, Ben Ross, Lily Langenbahn, GENEVA SCHOOL OF BOERNE
HM - Colby Menefee, BUFFALO

INDEX SPREAD
1. Laura Innis, HILL COUNTRY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
FEATURE SPREAD
1. Amanda Rhoden, HILL COUNTRY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
2. Cassie Moseley, Hannah Rose Tong, Alexa Elizondo, GENEVA SCHOOL OF BOERNE
3. Lindsay Dube, THRALL

STUDENT LIFE SPREAD
1. Keatyn Karch, THRALL
2. Kelly Copeland, THRALL
3. Morgan Whiteley, EAST BERNARD

SPORTS SPREAD
1. Margaret Vina, Katie Grace Styles, Elizabeth Walter, GENEVA SCHOOL OF BOERNE
2. Kelly Copeland, THRALL
3. Morgan Whiteley, EAST BERNARD

ACADEMIC SPREAD
1. Lauren Lee, HILL COUNTRY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
2. Lukas DeCavitch, BURTON
3. Iris Valles, BUFFALO

ACADEMIC PHOTO
1. Jack McCabe, Adnan Khan, Jonah Simon and Billy Stalder, ST. MARK’S
2. Peyton Webster, HYDE PARK
3. Marcus Pena, DECATUR
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1. Brett Marsh and Toby Nwafor, ST. MARK’S
2. Kaitlin Harrison, SEMINOLE
3. Oliver Gordon, DECATUR

HEADLINES
1. Michael Anderson, Tamal Pilla and Toby Nwafor, ST. MARK’S
2. Staff, SEMINOLE
3. Ambrielle Heim, Morgan Mills and Roberto Olvera Rojo, BROWNSBORO

AD DESIGN
1. Jack McCabe, Jonah Simon and Billy Stalder, ST. MARK’S
2. Ambrielle Heim, BROWNSBORO
3. Melanie Duvall, HYDE PARK

INDEX SPREAD
1. Tamal Pilla, ST. MARK’S
2. Jessenia Balderas, SEMINOLE
3. Magen McMillian, DECATUR

FEATURE SPREAD
1. Rachel Hemphill, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Brett Marsh and Toby Nwafor, ST. MARK’S
3. Melanie Duvall, HYDE PARK

STUDENT LIFE SPREAD
1. Hailee Partin and Madilyn Morse, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Sam Morgan, Tamal Pilla, ST. MARK’S
3. Shannon Lee, PLEASANT GROVE

SPORTS SPREAD
1. Hailee Partin and Katie Ferguson, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Melanie Duvall, HYDE PARK
3. Sam Morgan, ST. MARK’S

ACADEMIC SPREAD
1. Presley Hargrove and Emma Beck, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Jordan Poe, PLEASANT GROVE

PEOPLE SECTION SPREAD
1. Olivia Rochelle, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Reid Goldsmith and Michael Anderson, ST. MARK’S
3. Juliet Clay, HYDE PARK

CLUB/ORGANIZATION SPREAD
1. Presley Hargrove and Caroline Joyce, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Kinsley Rogers, HYDE PARK
3. Mary Keene, HYDE PARK

BLENDED COVERAGE SPREAD
1. Sam Morgan, Tamal Pilla and Jack Palmer, ST. MARK’S
2. Megan Griffith and Magen McMillian, DECATUR

INFOGRAPHIC
1. Sam Morgan, Tamal Pilla and Jack Palmer, ST. MARK’S

STUDENT LIFE FEATURE STORY
1. Michael Anderson, ST. MARK’S
2. Shannon Lee, PLEASANT GROVE
3. JJ Dare, HYDE PARK

ACADEMIC FEATURE STORY
1. Dustie Beaubien, SEMINOLE
2. Abbie Seale, HYDE PARK
3. Katie Ferguson, PLEASANT GROVE

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Sam Morgan and Jack Palmer, ST. MARK’S
2. Rachel Hemphill, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Emma Beck, PLEASANT GROVE

PERSONALITY PROFILE STORY
1. Marcus Pena, DECATUR
2. Rachel Hemphill, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Kathryn Davis, PLEASANT GROVE

SPORTS ACTION PHOTO
1. Hailee Partin and Katie Ferguson, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Rachel Hemphill, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Emma Beck, PLEASANT GROVE

ACADEMIC PHOTO
1. Mikki Pope, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Greyson Wilson, HYDE PARK
3. Gracie Higgins, PLEASANT GROVE

STUDENT LIFE PHOTO
1. Peyton Webster, HYDE PARK
2. Peyton Webster, HYDE PARK
3. Jerry Zhao and Lee Schlosser, ST. MARK’S

CLUB/ORGANIZATION PHOTO
1. Phoebe Robertson, PLEASANT GROVE

PORTRAIT
1. Aliyah Moosberg, VAN
2. Jayton Sales, SEMINOLE
3. Gracie Higgins, PLEASANT GROVE

PHOTO PORTFOLIO
1. Greyson Wilson, HYDE PARK
2. Peyton Webster, HYDE PARK

5A

THEME SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT
1. Sarah Jane Paddock, Eryn McDonald and Ashyki Paxton, TEXAS
2. Shreya Chari, Alexander Jaime and Alexis Myles, HERITAGE
3. Rylie Jones, MCCALLUM

CAPTIONS
1. Sebastian Barraza, BURGES
2. Mira MacLaurin, MCCALLUM
3. Ariana Arredondo, EL DORADO

HEADLINES
1. Tracks Staff, CEDAR PARK
2. The Arena Staff, LEGACY
3. Staff, TEXAS

CAPTIONS
1. Sebastian Barraza, BURGES
2. Mira MacLaurin, MCCALLUM
3. Ariana Arredondo, EL DORADO

HM- Anna Beard, LOVEJOY
HM- Michaela Harris, ALEDO
HM-Pearle Ihikona and Madison Meaux, FOSTER
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AD DESIGN
1. Staff, TEXAS
2. Rylie Jones and Jacqueline McLellan, MCCALLUM
3. Cristina Tabler, BURGES
HM-Brittani Reed, CHISHOLM TRAIL
HM-Tessa Balderrama, CEDAR PARK
HM-Pallavi Muraleedharan, LOVEJOY

INDEX SPREAD
1. Staff, TEXAS
2. Ella Jane Larrimer and Rylie Jones, MCCALLUM
3. Megan Kersten and Tanner Rich, COLEGE STATION
HM-Cristina Tabler, BURGES
HM-Avery Smith, WHITE-HOUSE
HM-The Arena Staff, LEGACY
HM-Emma Keller, CEDAR PARK

FEATURE SPREAD
1. Rebekah Ford, LEGACY
2. Shelby Showers and Elissa Babba, FOSTER
3. Madison Parker and Carolina Arredondo, EL DORADO
HM-Molly Gardner and Townes Jones, MCCALLUM
HM-The Arena Staff, LEGACY
HM-Emma Keller, CEDAR PARK

STUDENT LIFE SPREAD
1. Sarah Jane Paddock and Eryn McDonald, TEXAS
2. Lindsay Olivarez, LEGACY
3. Joshua Whalen, HERITAGE
HM-Reagan Petersen, ALEDO
HM-Cristina Tabler and Ilana Johnston, BURGES
HM-McKenna Callahan and Erin Laurel, FOSTER

SPORTS SPREAD
1. Shelby Showers, Elissa Babba and Katelyn Jones, FOSTER
2. Lindsey Plotkin, Delaney Carter and Amarissa Lozano, MCCALLUM
3. Kendyl Myers, Sarah Jane Paddock and Cort Rainwater, TEXAS
HM-Irina Johnston and Cristina Tabler, BURGES
HM-Briley Tippin, LOVEJOY
HM-Jasmyn Du and Poonam Dhanjal, HERITAGE

ACADEMIC SPREAD
1. Kayla Teague and Cayli Clack, TEXAS
2. Ava Bathurst, ALEDO
3. Shelby Showers and Elissa Babba, FOSTER
HM-Gracyn Upton, Olivia Lower and Hollan Reed, TEXAS
HM-Enrique Ayala, CHISHOLM TRAIL
HM-Avery Smith, WHITE-HOUSE

PEOPLE SECTION SPREAD
1. Breanne Jackson, LEGACY
2. Eryn McDonald and Dayla Thompson, TEXAS
3. Bella Ozomaro and Cristina Tabler, BURGES
HM-Lauren Vasquez, WYLIE EAST
HM-Josh Cepe and Dana Risher, CHISHOLM TRAIL

CLUB/ORGANIZATION SPREAD
1. Chloe Mahle, ALEDO
2. Pearle Ihekona, Magdalena Escoto and Edie Pfeffley, FOSTER
3. Kyle Rooslet and Cristina Tabler, BURGES
HM-Ariana Arredondo and Carolina Arredondo, EL DORADO
HM-Meredith Green, Hollan Reed and Evelyn Patterson, TEXAS
HM-Sebastian Barraza and Cristina Tabler, BURGES

BLENDED COVERAGE SPREAD
1. Angel Ortiz and Cristina Tabler, BURGES
2. Delaney Carter, Abby Robison and Luci Borowski, MCCALLUM
3. Jude Wheatley, LOVEJOY
HM-Meredith Green and Cort Rainwater, TEXAS
HM-Macey Griffin and Melissa Wrobel, WYLIE EAST

INFOGRAPHIC
1. Aaron Carranco and Cristina Tabler, BURGES
2. Coco Clouse, Gabi Williams and Kien Johnson, MCCALLUM
3. Cristina Tabler, BURGES
HM-Brenna Scheffler, LEGACY
HM-Briley Tippin, LOVEJOY
HM-Breanne Jackson, LEGACY

STUDENT LIFE FEATURE STORY
1. Lia Rodriguez and Romario Gonzalez, EL DORADO
2. Rebekah Ford, LEGACY
3. Meaghan Crawford, HERITAGE
HM-Sarah Akande, LEGACY
HM-Reagan Petersen, ALEDO
HM-Irina Johnston, BURGES

ACADEMIC FEATURE STORY
1. Mia Cadena, BURGES
2. Rebekah Ford, LEGACY
3. Joseph Rodgers, TEXAS
HM-Enrique Ayala, CHISHOLM TRAIL
HM-Bella Ozomaro, BURGES
HM-Kendall Richardson, CEDAR PARK

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Lia Rodriguez, EL DORADO
2. Andrew Khalil, LOVEJOY
3. Cort Rainwater, TEXAS
HM-Jorden Melson, LEGACY
HM-Michaela Harris, ALEDO
HM-Sarah Martinez, EL DORADO

CLUB/ORGANIZATION FEATURE STORY
1. Gracyn Upton and Morgan Williams, TEXAS
2. Terri Ray, WILLIS
3. Sebastian Barraza, BURGES
HM-Lexie Schutte, LOVEJOY
HM-Shelby Hansen, SAGINAW
HM-Mia Terminella, MCCALLUM

PERSONALITY PROFILE
1. Sophie Ryland, MCCALLUM
2. Alexis Myles, HERITAGE
3. Eryn McDonald, TEXAS
HM-Bella Ozomaro, BURGES
HM-Sarah Martinez, EL DORADO
HM-Shelby Hansen, SAGINAW

SPORTS ACTION PHOTO
1. Lorely Gonzalez, BURGES
2. Bella Russo, MCCALLUM
3. Elizabeth Freeman, WHITE-HOUSE
HM-Kendall Hinson, COLLEGE STATION
HM-Alyssa Purpura, ALEDO
HM-Kelcee Arnett, WHITE-HOUSE

SPORTS FEATURE PHOTO
1. William Hernandez, CHISHOLM TRAIL
2. Rudee Valenciana, BURGES
3. Gregory James, MCCALLUM
HM-Alyssa Purpura, ALEDO
HM-Megan Bonsall, CEDAR PARK
HM-Kristen Mimms, HERITAGE

ACADEMIC PHOTO
1. Cason Jackson, WYLIE EAST
2. Melissa Morales, LOVEJOY
3. Greg Alvarez, MCCALLUM
HM-Conner Riley, LEGACY
HM-Kendall Richardson, CEDAR PARK
HM-Avery Smith, WHITE-HOUSE

STUDENT LIFE PHOTO
1. Kassidy Duncan, LEGACY
2. Isaak Haffelfinger, CROSBY
3. Everett Vasquez, HERITAGE
HM-Kendall Richardson, CEDAR PARK
HM-Avery Smith, WHITE-HOUSE

CLUB/ORGANIZATION PHOTO
1. Kassidy Duncan, LEGACY
2. Isaak Haffelfinger, CROSBY
3. Everett Vasquez, HERITAGE
HM-Kendall Richardson, CEDAR PARK
HM-Avery Smith, WHITE-HOUSE
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1. Hollie Oney, WILLIS
2. Zach Andrzejewski, LOVEJOY
3. Margaret Debenport, TEXAS
   HM- Alicia Sowell, WHITEHOUSE
   HM- Ariana Vega, CROSBY
   HM- Elizabeth Ramos, CROSBY

PORTRAIT

1. Bailey Groom, TEXAS
2. Zane Hudson, LEGACY
3. Sebastian Barraza, BURGES
   HM- Vivian Falcon, PFLUGERVILLE
   HM- Isabella Fontenot, CROSBY
   HM- Annabel Winter, MCCAL

PHOTO PORTFOLIO

1. Megan Bonsall, CEDAR PARK
2. Alyssa Purpura, ALEDOR
3. Aralis Salcedo, BURGES
   HM- Brittany Reed, CHISHOLM TRAIL
   HM- Estefani Rios, CEDAR PARK
   HM- Pallavi Muraleedharan, LOVEJOY

6A

THEME SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT

1. Josh McSwain and Nicole James, CARROLL SENIOR
2. Victoria Cervantes, HALTOM
3. Lexi Harris, Kayla Thompson and Sydney Anderson, MCKINNEY
   HM- Sophie Bega, Claire Meyer and Mia Moore, MCKINNEY
   HM- Donje Smith and Arianna Hernandez, KLEIN FOREST

HEADLINES

1. Staff, HENDRICKSON
2. Staff, MCKINNEY
3. Eunice Bao, BELLAIRE
   HM- Staff, HALTOM
   HM- Maira Ahmed, Donje Smith, Crystal Sitonic, Katie Vu and Luis Zavala, KLEIN
   FOREST

CAPTIONS

1. Sathvik Allala, WESTWOOD
2. Arriana Hernandez, Alexia Batiste and Krisalyynn Garza, KLEIN FOREST
3. Mariah Barsotti and Grace Conlan, JAMES BOWIE
   HM- Thy Tran, BELLAIRE

AD DESIGN

1. Talia Hanley and Ella Power, JAMES BOWIE
2. Sydney Anderson, MCKINNEY
3. Reagan Kimzey, BELLAIRE
   HM- Natalie Owings, HENDRICKSON

INDEX SPREAD

1. Leila Saidiane, RICHARDSON
2. Josh McSwain, CARROLL SENIOR
3. Allison Clarke, Declan Donnelly and Skye Waterland, BELLAIRE
   HM- Sydney Caldwell, MCKINNEY

FEATURE SPREAD

1. Lexi Harris, MCKINNEY
2. Victoria Hernandez, JAMES BOWIE
3. Sophie Bega, Claire Meyer and Mia Moore, JAMES BOWIE
   HM- Lexi Harris, MCKINNEY
   HM- Evelyn Kennedy, Giancarlo Hernandez, Mia Wallace and Andrea Zagal, JERSEY VILLAGE
   HM- Miranda Seade, WESTLAKE

STUDENT LIFE SPREAD

1. Kayla Thompson, MCKINNEY
2. Lexi Harris, MCKINNEY
3. Logan Dorsey, JAMES BOWIE
   HM- Mishell Magnus, JAMES BOWIE
   HM- Natalie Owings, Lauren Lebakken and Mia Ancira, HENDRICKSON

SPORTS SPREAD

1. Natalie Owings, HENDRICKSON
2. Sydney Anderson, MCKINNEY
3. Sydney Anderson, MCKINNEY
   HM- Djavan Plotz-Aponte, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN
   HM- Lillian Edwards and Isabel Veliz, JAMES BOWIE
   HM- Donje Smith, Luis Zavala, ALivia Souvanna, Krisalyynn Garza and Jesus Garcia, KLEIN FOREST

ACADEMIC SPREAD

1. Mariah Barsotti and Grace Conlan, JAMES BOWIE
2. Rylee Holder, JAMES BOWIE
3. Julia Cavazos, WESTLAKE
   HM- Lexi Harris, MCKINNEY
   HM- Thy Tran, BELLAIRE

PEOPLE SECTION SPREAD

1. Anthony Chen, BELLAIRE
2. Kayla Thompson, MCKINNEY
3. Sophie Bega, JAMES BOWIE
   HM- Kayla Thompson, MCKINNEY
   HM- Gianna Baucauge, WESTLAKE

CLUB/ORGANIZATION SPREAD

1. Kayla Thompson, MCKINNEY
2. Kayla Thompson, MCKINNEY
3. Julia Cavazos, WESTLAKE
   HM- Logan Dorsey and Mia Moore, JAMES BOWIE
   HM- Lily Gendron & Olivia Gendron, JAMES BOWIE

ACADEMIC FEATURE STORY

1. Sasha Mulisa, RICHARDSON
2. Daphne Lynd, RICHARDSON
3. Abigail McAdams, MCKINNEY
   HM- Emma Wake, JAMES BOWIE

SPORTS FEATURE STORY

1. Lillian Edwards and Isabel Veliz, RICHARDSON
2. Asher Lauderdale, MCKINNEY
3. Ellisha Stokes, MCKINNEY
   HM- Lillian Edwards and Isabel Veliz, JAMES BOWIE

CLUB/ORGANIZATION FEATURE STORY

1. Julia Cavazos, WESTLAKE
2. Noelle Yancy, RICHARDSON
3. Ellisha Stokes, MCKINNEY
   HM- Lillian Edwards and Isabel Veliz, JAMES BOWIE

PERSONALITY PROFILE STORY

1. Leah Boatman, MCKINNEY
2. Jordan Glenn, MCKINNEY
3. Grace Burden, JAMES BOWIE
   HM- Jordan Tarbox, WESTLAKE

SPORTS ACTION PHOTO

INFOGRAPHIC

1. Josh McSwain, CARROLL SENIOR
2. Donje Smith, KLEIN FOREST
3. Claire Meyer, JAMES BOWIE
   HM- Logan Dorsey, JAMES BOWIE
1. Chad Byrd, RICHARDSON
2. Aden Lantos, MCKINNEY
3. Abney Garcia, MCKINNEY
HM-Josh McSwain, CARROLL SENIOR
HM-Samuel Lamkin, MIDWAY

SPORTS FEATURE PHOTO
1. Mariana Ramirez, MCKINNEY
2. Anika Scoma, JAMES BOWIE
HM- Chad Byrd, RICHARDSON

PHOTO PORTFOLIO
1. Jin Park, BELLAIRE
2. Ella Wells, WESTLAKE

HM-Elizabeth Chan, MCKINNEY
HM-Anika Scoma, JAMES BOWIE
HM- Chad Byrd, RICHARDSON

ACADEMIC PHOTO
1. Lilian Kent, MCKINNEY
2. Everest Maher, WESTLAKE
3. Abigail McAdams, MCKINNEY
HM-Lydia Stone, RICHARDSON

STUDENT LIFE PHOTO
1. Landry Raymond, MCKINNEY
2. Anika Scoma, JAMES BOWIE
3. Mariana Ramirez, MCKINNEY
HM-Daphne Lynd, RICHARDSON

CLUB/ORGANIZATION PHOTO
1. Elizabeth Chan, MCKINNEY
2. Anika Scoma, JAMES BOWIE
3. Daniel Yuan, BELLAIRE
HM-Everest Maher, WESTLAKE
HM-Elizabeth Chan, MCKINNEY

PORTRAIT
1. Evelyn Kennedy, JERSEY VILLAGE
2. Aaron Orrantia JERSEY VILLAGE
3. Jordan Buta, RICHARDSON

PHOTO PORTFOLIO
1. Jin Park, BELLAIRE
2. Ella Wells, WESTLAKE

3. Elizabeth Chan, MCKINNEY
HM- Anika Scoma, JAMES BOWIE

Current Year Yearbook IAAs

MS-4A
FEATURE SPREAD
1. Clara Kreeger, Isa Matamoros, KEALING MS
2. Kodi Hicks, CANYON HS
3. Shelby Williams, JOHNSON HS
HM - Corley Petrie, Gracie Janse, Catarina Flores, David Grote, Margaret Viña, GENEVA SCHOOL OF BOERNE
HM - Amayah Simien, Hunter Prinz, Madison Donahue, Vanessa Villafranco, GRANGER HS

ACADEMIC-FOCUSED SPREAD
1. Alethea Ward, Alexa Elizondo, Naiya Swientek, GENEVA SCHOOL OF BOERNE
2. Isa Matamoros, KEALING MS
3. Morgan McKalip, Rachael Hyde, Matthew Anaya, Joseph Banda, Catherine Aguirre, JOHNSON HS
HM - Rachel LeRoy, Amelia Spielman, Austin Skierski, Rashitha Balla, CANYON VISTA MS

PEOPLE SECTION SPREAD
1. Austin Zell, Karyn Compan, CANYON VISTA MS
2. Alethea Ward, Alexa Elizondo, Naiya Swientek, Gracie Janse, GENEVA SCHOOL OF BOERNE
3. Matthew Anaya, Joseph Banda, Catherine Aguirre, Ashley Withicher, Zofia Reyes, JOHNSON HS

CLUB/ORGANIZATION SPREAD
1. Bo Wang, KEALING MS
2. Nathan Won, Scott Seamon, Adler McKay, Brian Zhang, CANYON VISTA MS
3. Staff, JOHNSON HS

STUDENT LIFE-FOCUSED SPREAD
1. Kodi Hicks, Kayce Nelson, Debany Arciniega-Saenz, CANYON HS
2. Elizabeth Jones, Marissa Luna, Hunter Prinz, J’aKayla Reese, Mikalah Sims, GRANGER HS
3. Emma Grace Eurfurt, Elizabeth Walter, Micah Howard, Sydney Turnbow, GENEVA SCHOOL OF BOERNE
HM - Matthew Anaya, Joseph Banda, Catherine Aguirre, Sydney Hodges, JOHN-SON HS

BLENDED COVERAGE SPREAD
1. Sofia Castano, KEALING MS
2. Brooke Secor, Avery Eggerss, Juliana Flores, GENEVA SCHOOL OF BOERNE
3. Charlotte Stivdent, Amelia Spielman, Rachel LeRoy, Scott Seamon, Adler McKay, Claire Ross, CANYON VISTA MS

SPORTS-FOCUSED SPREAD
1. Cy Bruni, DRIPPING SPRINGS
2. Megan Bonsall, CEDAR PARK
3. Rosa Farias, Mame Gueye, Wesley Ferris, TIMBERVIEW
HM. Brendon Carabajal, Riley Mills, RANDALL
HM. Zachary Scott, Jenna Alonzo, Janee Welcome, FOSTER
HM. Ella Gleichman, SAGI-NAW

PHOTO PORTFOLIO
1. Greyson Wilson, HYDE PARK
2. David Grote, GENEVA SCHOOL OF BOERNE
3. Margaret Vina, GENEVA SCHOOL OF BOERNE

5A
FEATURE SPREAD
1. Lindsey Plotkin, Hannah Zuniga, MCCALLUM
2. Cassie King, CEDAR PARK
3. Katelyn Jones, Edie Peffley, FOSTER
HM. Peyton Ivey, LASA

STUDENT LIFE-FOCUSED SPREAD
1. Shelby Lee, CEDAR PARK
2. Rosa Farias, Mame Gueye, Wesley Ferris, TIMBERVIEW
3. Lindsey Plotkin, McCallum
HM. Katelyn Jones, Jenna Alonzo, FOSTER
HM. Brooke Taylor, LASA
HM. Jakyla Hudson, LEBANON TRAIL

SPORTS-FOCUSED SPREAD
1. Cindy Bruni, DRIPPING SPRINGS
2. Megan Bonsall, CEDAR PARK
3. Rosa Farias, Mame Gueye, Wesley Ferris, TIMBERVIEW
HM. Brendon Carabajal, Riley Mills, RANDALL
HM. Zachary Scott, Jenna Alonzo, Janee Welcome, FOSTER
HM. Ella Gleichman, SAGI-NAW
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ACADEMIC-FOCUSED SPREAD
1. Rosa Farias, Mame Gueye, Wesley Ferris, TIMBERVIEW
2. Sarah Johnson, CEDAR PARK
3. Lucy Imming, Kennedi Turner, FOSTER

PEOPLE SECTION SPREAD
1. Aja Steiner, CEDAR PARK
2. Sarah Crow, MCCALLUM
3. Stetson Provence, Emma Ambs, RANDALL
HM. Collins Carter, FOSTER
HM. Anna Draffen, INDEPENDENCE
HM. Gabe Lee, LEBANON TRAIL

CLUB/ORGANIZATION-FOCUSED SPREAD
1. Rosa Farias, Mame Gueye, Wesley Ferris, TIMBERVIEW
2. Valeria Best, CEDAR PARK
3. Angus Sewell McCann, MCCALLUM
HM. James Scheibel, Edie Peffley, Janee Welcome, Kaainaat Meghani, FOSTER

BLENDED COVERAGE SPREAD
1. Ashley Poulsen, CEDAR PARK
2. Riley Carroll, Janee Welcome, FOSTER
3. Rosa Farias, Mame Gueye, Wesley Ferris, TIMBERVIEW
HM. Sage Steele, INDEPENDENCE

STORY
1. Tristan Hernandez, CEDAR PARK
2. Martin Gomez, TIMBERVIEW
3. Lindsey Plotkin, MCCALLUM
HM - Shelby Hansen, SAGINAW

PHOTO PORTFOLIOS
1. Madison Makunas, CEDAR PARK
2. Amelia Tapia, CEDAR PARK
3. Ian Clennan, MCCALLUM

PEOPLE SECTION SPREAD
1. Vanessa Nguyen, Kate Martin, BOWIE
2 – Olivia Friend, STRATFORD
3- Megan Kim, Mia Nguyen, Shafay Thobani, HEBRON
HM – Anna Ribb, MARCUS
HM - Jonathan Gonzalez, PLANO EAST

FEATURE SPREAD
1 - Julia Cavazos, WESTLAKE
2 – Laurel Schultz, BOWIE
3 - Jenifer Barnes, MARCUS
HM – Emily Truong, STRATFORD
HM - Riley Kyler and Lauren Maxwell, AUSTIN

CLUB/ORGANIZATION-FOCUSED SPREAD
1 – Marin Schotz, BOWIE
2 - Morgan Patton, MARCUS
3 - Kayla Humphreys, KLEIN CAIN
HM - Zoe Hill, AUSTIN
HM - Madeline Wentworth, BELLAIRE

STUDENT LIFE-FOCUSED SPREAD
1 - Abigail Marler, AUSTIN
2 – Claire Young, MARCUS
3- Demi Pappas, Jared Cordova, BELLAIRE
HM - Addison Kanke, Arnoldo Garza, JERSEY VILLAGE
HM - Maddie Michalik, Lauren Apostolakis, WESTLAKE

SPORTS-FOCUSED SPREAD
1 - Pierce McCaffrey, MARCUS
2 – Natalie Roche, Zoe McGilton, BOWIE
3 - Deandra Pierce and Alice Layne, AUSTIN
HM - Marisa Sandifer, Abby Dunaway, Emily Truong, STRATFORD
HM - Gianncarlo Hernandez, Natalia Hernandez, JERSEY VILLAGE

ACADEMIC-FOCUSED SPREAD
1 - Haidyn Sokoloski, MARCUS
2 - Zoie Hill and Emma Nations, AUSTIN
3 - Emma Wake, BOWIE
HM - Brianna Fisher, Breanna Ratcliff, JERSEY VILLAGE
HM Harris Pruitt, Pierce Kettler, Emily Truong, STRATFORD

ACADEMIC-FOCUSED SPREAD
1 - Haidyn Sokoloski, MARCUS
2 - Zoie Hill and Emma Nations, AUSTIN
3 - Emma Wake, BOWIE
HM - Brianna Fisher, Breanna Ratcliff, JERSEY VILLAGE
HM Harris Pruitt, Pierce Kettler, Emily Truong, STRATFORD

PHOTO PORTFOLIOS
1 - Sam Schnoor, MARCUS
2 - Leigh Vo, BELLAIRE
3 - Anna Ribb, MARCUS
HM - Jin Park, BELLAIRE
2A/3A PRINT

NEWS WRITING
1. Ty Everitt, ALBANY
2. Ryan Banks, WHITE OAK
3. Emily Strenski, ARCHER CITY
HM - Ryan Morse, EAST BERNARD

HM - Avery Stolle, EAST BERNARD
HM - Candace Taggart, ARCHER CITY

SPORTS PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
2. Karson Lott, EAST BERNARD
HM - Avery Stolle, EAST BERNARD

HM - Candace Taggart, ARCHER CITY

ENTERTAINMENT REVIEW
1. Karson Lott, WHITE OAK
2. Madison Balboa, WHITE OAK
3. Gregori Mikleska, ALBANY
HM - Emily Strenski, ARCHER CITY

HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY
HM - Candace Taggart, ARCHER CITY

ENVIRONMENT PHOTO
1. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
2. Emily Shephard, ARCHER CITY
3. Tana Thompson, ALBANY

PERSONAL COLUMN
1. Madison Muzik, EAST BERNARD
2. Ryan Morse, EAST BERNARD
3. Zoey Long, EAST BERNARD

HM - Zoey Long, EAST BERNARD

PERSONAL OPINION COLUMN
1. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
2. Madison Muzik, EAST BERNARD
3. Garrett Cook, WHITE OAK
HM - Hannah Trail, ALBANY
HM - Emily Shephard, ARCHER CITY

SPORTS COLUMN
1. William Webb, ALBANY
2. William Webb, ALBANY
3. Dallas Novicke, EAST BERNARD
HM - Gunner Smith, ARCHER CITY

SPORTS FEATURE PHOTO
1. William Webb, ALBANY
2. William Webb, ALBANY
3. Dallas Novicke, EAST BERNARD
HM - Gunner Smith, ARCHER CITY

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Brooks Neece, ALBANY
2. Kaylee Wilkinson, WHITE OAK
3. Madison Muzik, EAST BERNARD
HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY

FEATURE STORY
1. Garrett Cook, WHITE OAK
2. Addison Asher, ALBANY
3. Angela Cervantes, EAST BERNARD

IN-DEPTH NEWS/FEATURE PACKAGE
1. Addison Asher, Hannah Trail, Tana Thompson,

STUDENT ART
1. Indy Reeves, EAST BERNARD
2. Addison Asher, ALBANY
3. Elia Hebel, ALBANY

HM - Indy Reeves, EAST BERNARD
HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY
HM - Candace Taggart, ARCHER CITY

INFOGRAPHIC/SIDEBAR
1. Addison Asher, ALBANY
2. Ryan Morse, EAST BERNARD
HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY
HM - Candace Taggart, ARCHER CITY

HM - Avery Stolle, EAST BERNARD
HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY

PHOTO STORY
1. Taylor Scott, ALBANY
2. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
3. Sydney Sandoval and Kylie Rivera, EAST BERNARD
HM - Tana Thompson, ALBANY
HM - Jill Liles, ARCHER CITY

SPORTS NEWS STORY
1. Sam Dusek, WHITE OAK
2. Elia Hebel, ALBANY
3. Sydney Sandoval, EAST BERNARD
HM - Kadence Huffman, ARCHER CITY
HM - Candace Taggart, ARCHER CITY
HM - Kylie Rivera, EAST BERNARD

HM - Kadence Huffman, ARCHER CITY
HM - Candace Taggart, ARCHER CITY
HM - Kylie Rivera, EAST BERNARD

HM - Staff – EAST BERNARD
HM - Karson Lott, WHITE OAK

EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Hannah Trail, ALBANY
2. Payton Palmer, WHITE OAK
3. Rebecca Taggart, ARCHER CITY
HM - Tana Thompson, ALBANY
HM - Jill Liles, ARCHER CITY

EDITORIAL PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
2. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
3. Staff, EAST BERNARD

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Sydney Sandoval, E
2. Jacob Wadley, ARCHER
1. Addison Asher, Hannah Trail, Tana Thompson,

PERSONAL OPINION COLUMN
1. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
2. Madison Muzik, EAST BERNARD
3. Garrett Cook, WHITE OAK
HM - Hannah Trail, ALBANY
HM - Emily Shephard, ARCHER CITY

SPORTS PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Elia Hebel, ALBANY
2. Elia Hebel, ALBANY
3. Madison Muzik, EAST BERNARD

HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY
HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY
HM - Tana Thompson, ALBANY

FEATURE PAGE/SPREAD
1. Elia Hebel, ALBANY
2. Elia Hebel, ALBANY
3. Madison Muzik, EAST BERNARD

FEATURE PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Kadence Huffman and Kelsey Aultman, ARCHER CITY
2. Addison Asher, Hannah Trail, ALBANY
3. Madison Muzik, EAST BERNARD

HM - Kadence Huffman and Kelsey Aultman, ARCHER CITY
HM - Addison Asher, Hannah Trail, ALBANY
HM - Madison Muzik, EAST BERNARD

INFOGRAPHIC/SIDEBAR
1. Addison Asher, ALBANY
2. Ryan Morse, EAST BERNARD
HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY
HM - Candace Taggart, ARCHER CITY

INFOGRAPHIC/SIDEBAR
1. Addison Asher, ALBANY
2. Ryan Morse, EAST BERNARD
HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY
HM - Candace Taggart, ARCHER CITY

PHOTO STORY
1. Taylor Scott, ALBANY
2. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
3. Sydney Sandoval and Kylie Rivera, EAST BERNARD
HM - Tana Thompson, ALBANY
HM - Jill Liles, ARCHER CITY

SPORTS NEWS STORY
1. Sam Dusek, WHITE OAK
2. Elia Hebel, ALBANY
3. Sydney Sandoval, EAST BERNARD
HM - Kadence Huffman, ARCHER CITY
HM - Candace Taggart, ARCHER CITY
HM - Kylie Rivera, EAST BERNARD

SPORTS ACTION PHOTO
1. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
2. Rylan Warncke, EAST BERNARD
HM - Ryan Morse, EAST BERNARD
HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY
HM - Steve Jackson, ALBANY

SPORTS FEATURE PHOTO
1. Cana Matthys, EAST BERNARD
2. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
3. Tana Thompson, ALBANY
HM - Tana Thompson, ALBANY
HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY
HM - Steve Jackson, ALBANY

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Brooks Neece, ALBANY
2. Kaylee Wilkinson, WHITE OAK
3. Madison Muzik, EAST BERNARD
HM - Elia Hebel, ALBANY

FEATURE STORY
1. Garrett Cook, WHITE OAK
2. Addison Asher, ALBANY
3. Angela Cervantes, EAST BERNARD

IN-DEPTH NEWS/FEATURE PACKAGE
1. Addison Asher, Hannah Trail, Tana Thompson,
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HEADLINE
1. Staff, ALBANY
2. Staff, EAST BERNARD

4A PRINT

NEWS WRITING
1. Henry McElhaney and Robert Pou, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
2. Gardiner Vose, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
3. Elisabeth Rollins, VANGUARD COLLEGE PREP
HM - Ishan Gupta and Paul Sullivan, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
HM - Alán Benítez, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS

NEWS FEATURE
1. Henry McElhaney and Sai Thirunagari, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
2. Henry McElhaney and Robert Pou, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Lauren Egger, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
HM - Carolyn Langford, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
HM - Emily Coleman, VANGUARD COLLEGE PREP
HM - Alex Norton, PLEASANT GROVE

EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Delia Tuttlebee, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Bradley Everett, SEMINOLE
3. The ReMarker Staff, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
4. Delia Tuttlebee, PLEASANT GROVE
5. The ReMarker Staff, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS

SPORTS NEWS STORY
1. Sloane Hope, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
2. William Aniol and Jack Davis, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Luke McCabe, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
HM - Luke Nayfa and SeMaj Musco, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
HM - Michael McNeal, PLEASANT GROVE
HM - Aaliyah Ericson, SEMINOLE

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Jiaying Fu, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
2. William Aniol and Jack Davis, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. William Aniol and Jack Davis, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
HM - Carson Sanders, PLEASANT GROVE
HM - Lauren Egger, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
HM - Nathan Hutcheson, PLEASANT GROVE

FEATURE WRITING
1. Delaynie Keeney, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Blair Batson, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
HM - Elisabeth Rollins, VANGUARD COLLEGE PREP
HM - Tianming Xie and Jack Davis, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
HM - Emily Delgado, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS

ENTERTAINMENT REVIEW
1. Cristian Pereira, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
2. Emily Lichty, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
3. Cristian Pereira, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
HM - Blair Batson, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS

PHOTO STORY
1. Aaliyah Ericson, Jocelyn Gonzales, Jenny Klassen and Nicolae Moncayo, SEMINOLE
3. Cadence Pov and Conner Payne, PLEASANT GROVE
HM - Savanna Hoehn and Spencer Richardson, PLEASANT GROVE
HM - Jack Davis and William Aniol, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS

IN DEPTH NEWS/FEATURE PACKAGE
1. Sam Ahmed, Ishan Gupta, Aaron Thorne and Sid Vattamreddy, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
2. Delaynie Keeney, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Victoria Willox and Evelyn Zhao, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
HM - Robin Franklin, Aaliyah Ericson and Sydney Gonzales, Seminole
HM - Nitha Neupane, Delaynie Keeney, Alex Norton, Pleasant Grove
HM - Alán Benítez, Blair Batson and Yiaying Fu, Episcopal School of Dallas

STUDENT ART
1. James Shiao, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
2. Emily Delgado, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
3. Jamie Mahowald, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
HM - Alex Norton, Pleasant Grove
HM - Mingyung Ji, Vanguard College Prep
HM - Sydney Gonzales, Seminole

INFOGRAPHIC/SIDEBAR
1. Evelyn Zhao, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
2. Zoe McGhee, BROWNS-
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**Boro**
1. Delaynie Keeney, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Evelyn Zhao, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
3. Sapana Pokhrel and Savannah Hoehn, PLEASANT GROVE

**Hm - Aaliyah Ericson and Sydney Gonzales, SEMINOLE**
2. Gardiner Vose, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
3. Delaynie Keeney, PLEASANT GROVE

**Hm - Victoria Willox, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS**
1. James Shiao, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
2. Jamie Mahowald, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Robin Franklin, Aaliyah Ericson and Sydney Gonzales, SEMINOLE

**Entertainment Page/Spread Design**
1. Cristian Periera, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
2. Alex Norton, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Journal Staff, DECATUR

**Hm - Victoria Willox, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS**
1. James Shiao, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
2. Jamie Mahowald, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Robin Franklin, Aaliyah Ericson and Sydney Gonzales, SEMINOLE

**Sports Page/Spread Design**
1. Nathan Hutcheson, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Colin Campbell and SeMaJ Musco, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Evelyn Zhao, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS

**Hm - Robin Franklin and staff, SEMINOLE**
1. Noah Rayburn, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Delia Tuttlebee, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Ishan Gupta and Henry McElhaney, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS

**Hm - Lauren Weber, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS**
1. Lauren Egger, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
2. Lauren Egger, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
3. Lauren Egger, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS

**Editorial Page/Spread Design**
1. Wallace White, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
2. The ReMarker Staff, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Elizabeth Watson, VAN GUARD COLLEGE PREP

**Portrait**
1. Jordyn Tarrant, ARGYLE
2. Charlie Rose, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Andrea Salazar, DECATUR

**Photo Portfolio**
1. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE
2. Penelopi Neudorf, SEMINOLE
3. Elizabeth Watson, VAN GUARD COLLEGE PREP

**Headlines**
1. Badger Tracks Staff, LAMPASAS
2. Staff, SEMINOLE
3. Sam Ahmed, Colin Campbell, Sid Vattamreddy and Christopher Wang, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS

**Feature Page/Spread Design**
2. Gardiner Vose, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
3. Delaynie Keeney, PLEASANT GROVE

**Page One Newspaper Design**
1. James Shiao, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
2. Jamie Mahowald, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Robin Franklin, Aaliyah Ericson and Sydney Gonzales, SEMINOLE

**Sports Feature Photo**
1. Yasmin Torres, BROWNSBORO
2. Emma Beck, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Evan Lai, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS

**General News Photo**
1. Riley Breaux, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
2. Brooks Beck, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Ishan Gupta and Henry McElhaney, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS

**Hm - Will Roccochio, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS**
1. Riley Breaux, EPISCOPAL SCHOOL OF DALLAS
2. Brooks Beck, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Ishan Gupta and Henry McElhaney, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS

**Feature Photo**
1. Jordyn Tarrant, ARGYLE
2. Kathryn Davis, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Jeffrey Gullett, BROWNSBORO

**Hm - Lee Schlosser, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS**
1. Jordyn Tarrant, ARGYLE
2. Kathryn Davis, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Jeffrey Gullett, BROWNSBORO

**Hm - Penelopi Neudorf, SEMINOLE**
1. Jordyn Tarrant, ARGYLE
2. Kathryn Davis, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Jeffrey Gullett, BROWNSBORO

**Sports Action Photo**
1. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE
2. Charlie Rose, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE

**Hm - Lydia Breuer, ARGYLE**
1. Jordyn Tarrant, ARGYLE
2. Kathryn Davis, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Jeffrey Gullett, BROWNSBORO

**Headlines**
1. Badger Tracks Staff, LAMPASAS
2. Staff, SEMINOLE
3. Sam Ahmed, Colin Campbell, Sid Vattamreddy and Christopher Wang, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS

**Page One News Magazine Design**
1. Delaynie Keeney, Alex Norton and Delia Tuttlebee, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Jerry Zhao, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS

**Sports Action Photo**
1. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE
2. Charlie Rose, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE

**Hm - Lydia Breuer, ARGYLE**
1. Jordyn Tarrant, ARGYLE
2. Kathryn Davis, PLEASANT GROVE
3. Jeffrey Gullett, BROWNSBORO

**News Feature**
1. Crosslin Silcott, KINGWOOD PARK
2. Peyton Sims, TEXAS
3. Alex Torres and Jillian Hawk, PFLUGERVILLE

**Hm - Faithlyn Leveillee, TOMBALL**
1. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE
2. Charlie Rose, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE

**Hm - Bella Russo, MCCAL- LUM**
1. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE
2. Charlie Rose, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE

**5A Print**
1. Kathleen Ortiz, KINGWOOD PARK
2. Peyton Sims, TEXAS
3. Alex Torres and Jillian Hawk, PFLUGERVILLE

**Hm - Doug Kyles, TEXAS**
1. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE
2. Charlie Rose, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE

**Hm - Bella Russo, MCCAL-LUM**
1. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE
2. Charlie Rose, ST. MARK’S SCHOOL OF TEXAS
3. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE

**News Feature**
1. Crosslin Silcott, KINGWOOD PARK
2. Peyton Sims, TEXAS
3. Alex Torres and Jillian Hawk, PFLUGERVILLE
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EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Aislyn Echols, TEXAS
2. Doug Kyles, TEXAS
3. Kathleen Ortiz, KINGWOOD PARK
HM - Blanca Cantu, KINGWOOD PARK
HM - Makayla Fox, Catie Sikes and Erin Park, COLLEGE STATION

SPORTS NEWS STORY
1. Helena Lara, LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE ACADEMY
2. Ellen Fox and Julia Kay Smith, MCCALLUM
3. Peyton Sims, TEXAS
HM - Caden Rainwater, TEXAS

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Addison Cross, TEXAS
2. Alex Dowd, MCCALLUM
3. Crosslin Silcott, KINGWOOD PARK
HM - Cate Graves, LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE ACADEMY
HM - Janssen Transier, MCCALLUM
HM - Gabby Norman, KINGWOOD PARK

FEATURE WRITING
1. Kathleen Ortiz, KINGWOOD PARK
2. Kristen Tibbetts, MCCALLUM
3. Molly Kyles, TEXAS
HM - Molly Kyles, TEXAS
HM - Madelynn Niles, MCCALLUM
HM - Alayna Mayo, HERITAGE ACADEMY

PERSONAL COLUMN
1. Audrey Haskins, TEXAS
2. Jordan Jewell, LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE ACADEMY
3. Kate Morgan, TEXAS
HM - Caitlin Gorbett, WHITEHOUSE
HM - Claire Grace Franklin, A&M CONSOLIDATED
HM - Josh Whalen, HERITAGE

PERSONAL OPINION COLUMN
1. Sanjana Natarajan, HERITAGE
2. Aliza Ali, COLLEGE STATION
3. Ruby Perry-Mize, A&M CONSOLIDATED
HM - Jenna Jaffray, TOMBALL
HM - Alex Dowd, MCCALLUM

STUDENT ART
1. Allyson Smith, TEXAS
2. Allyson Smith, TEXAS
3. Madelynn Niles, MCCALLUM
4. Daphne Sipper, HERITAGE
5. Kylie Vernon, COLLEGE STATION

INFOGRAPHIC/SIDEBAR
1. Molly Kyles and Allyson Smith, TEXAS
2. Addison Cross, Connor Powell and Mackenzie Hofert, TEXAS
3. Emma Mattson and Heath Johnson, HERITAGE
HM - Anna McClellan, MCCALLUM

SPORTS COLUMN
1. Grace Nugent, MCCALLUM
2. Anna McClellan, MCCALLUM
HM - Jenny Langhoff, COLLEGE STATION

SPORTS PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. TJ Wall, TEXAS
2. Kristen Tibbetts, MCCALLUM
3. Grace Nugent, MCCALLUM
HM - TJ Wall, TEXAS

FEATURE PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Kristen Tibbetts, MCCALLUM
2. Mackenzie Hofert, TEXAS
3. Kate Morgan, TEXAS
HM - Lucy Marco, MCCALLUM

EDITORIAL PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Cate Rounds, TEXAS
2. Mia Terminella, MCCALLUM
3. Lauren Gomulka, COLLEGE STATION
4. Madelynn Niles, MCCALLUM
5. Max Domel, LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE ACADEMY

NEWS PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Anna McClellan and Evelyn Griffin, MCCALLUM
2. Peyton Sims, TEXAS
3. Doug Kyles, TEXAS
HM - Abi Baldwin, TOMBALL
HM - Grace Nugent, MCCALLUM

PAGE ONE NEWSPAPER DESIGN
1. Alex Roeder, A&M CONSOLIDATED
2. Ruby Perry-Mize, A&M CONSOLIDATED
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PAGE ONE NEWS MAGAZINE DESIGN
1. Oren Smith and Margaret Debenport, TEXAS
2. Mia Terminella, MCCALLUM
3. Holland Rainwater, TEXAS
HM - Noah Valdez, PFLUGERVILLE
HM - Grace Nugent, MCCALLUM
GENERAL NEWS PHOTO
1. Risa Darlington-Horta, MCCALLUM
2. Kathleen Rogers, TEXAS
3. Kathleen Ortiz, KINGWOOD PARK
HM - Samantha Powers, MCCALLUM
HM - Sophia Blaha, LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE ACADEMY
FEATURE PHOTO
1. Margaret Debenport, TEXAS
2. Noah Valdez, PFLUGERVILLE
3. Kaitlyn Rogers, TEXAS
HM - Demaris Pelayo, WILLIS
HM - Bella Russo, MCCALLUM
HM - Kathleen Ortiz, KINGWOOD PARK
ENTERTAINMENT PHOTO
1. Madelynn Niles, MCCALLUM
2. Ian Crennan, MCCALLUM
3. Alex Roeder, A&M CONSOLIDATED
HM - Peyton Sims, TEXAS
HM - Alex Roeder, A&M CONSOLIDATED
SPORTS ACTION PHOTO
1. Kathleen Ortiz, KINGWOOD PARK
2. Kathleen Ortiz, KINGWOOD PARK
3. Noah Valdez, PFLUGERVILLE
HM - Olive Embry, MCCAL- LUM
HM - Kaitlyn Rogers, TEXAS
HM - Merideth Stanfill, TEXAS
SPORTS FEATURE PHOTO
1. Kathleen Ortiz, KINGWOOD PARK
2. Anna McClellan, MCCALLUM
3. Grace Nugent, MCCALLUM
HM - Eliza Gonzalez, KINGWOOD PARK
HM - Holland Rainwater, TEXAS
HM - Hollan Reed, TEXAS
PHOTO PORTFOLIO
1. Kathleen Ortiz, KINGWOOD PARK
2. Margaret Debenport, TEXAS
3. Noah Valdez, PFLUGERVILLE
HM - Noah Valdez, PFLUGERVILLE
HM - Bailey Groom, TEXAS
HEADLINES
1. Madelynn Niles, Grace Nugent, Samantha Powers, Bella Russo and Kristen Tibbetts, MCCALLUM
HIGH SCHOOL
2. Staff, TEXAS
3. Staff, PFLUGERVILLE
HEADLINES
1. Madelynn Niles, Grace Nugent, Samantha Powers, Bella Russo and Kristen Tibbetts, MCCALLUM
HIGH SCHOOL
2. Staff, TEXAS
3. Staff, PFLUGERVILLE
SPORTS NEWS STORY
1. Mylo Bissell, W. CHARLES AKINS
HM - Hailey Fisher, W. CHARLES AKINS
HM - The Sidekick Staff, COPPELL
HM - The Sidekick Staff, COPPELL
HM - Staff, HOLMES
EDITORIAL WRITING
1. The Sidekick Staff, COPPELL
2. Reya Mosby, MARCUS
3. Evan Craig, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN
HM - The Sidekick Staff, COPPELL
HM - Staff, HOLMES
ENTERTAINMENT FEATURE
1. Miranda Cardenas, JAMES BOWIE
2. Karen Lu, COPPELL
3. Amora Arriaga, W. CHARLES AKINS
PERSONAL COLUMN
1. Ayra Charania, MARCUS
2. McKenna Cowley, MARCUS
3. Pramika Kadari, COPPELL
HM - Kaitlyn Nash, HENDRICKSON
PERSONAL OPINION COLUMN
1. Reya Mosby, MARCUS
2. Samantha Thornfelt, MARCUS
3. Camila Villarreal, COPPELL
HM - Hailey Fisher, MIDWAY
SPORTS COLUMN
1. Diego Gutierrez, W. CHARLES AKINS
2. Diego Gutierrez, W. CHARLES AKINS
HM - Collin Adams, MARTIN
HM - Meridith Moore and Allison Greenwood, MARTIN

6A PRINT
NEWS WRITING
1. Madi Olivier, MARCUS
2. Madi Olivier, MARCUS
3. Connor Tate, STEPHEN F.
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IN-DEPTH NEWS/FEATURE PACKAGE
1. Sally Parampottil, COPPELL
2. Kendall Cooper, Ava Bush, Chloe White and Tara Connick, MARCUS
3. Shivi Sharma, COPPELL
HM - Staff, HOLMES

STUDENT ART
1. Ash Catalan, W. CHARLES AKINS
2. Sumin Kim, JAMES BOWIE
3. Citlali Diaz, HOLMES
HM - Belle Dilger, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN

INFOGRAPHIC/SIDEBAR
1. Shelby Sperling, WESTLAKE
2. Dee Carreon, W. CHARLES AKINS
3. Abigail Hill, HENDRICKSON
HM - Dee Carreon, W. CHARLES AKINS

CARTOON
1. Lauren Torres, CINCO RANCH
2. Lucille Gradillas, HOLMES
3. Lucille Gradillas, HOLMES
HM - Ash Catalan, W. CHARLES AKINS
HM - Belle Dilger, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN

SPORTS PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Anna Trevino, BELLAIRE
2. Nicholas Pranske, COPPELL
3. Samantha Freeman, COPPELL
HM - Thao Vo, ALIEF KERR

FEATURE PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Lucille Gradillas, HOLMES
2. Andrew Martinez, W. CHARLES AKINS
3. Sabrina Zheng, MIDWAY
HM - Nishant Medicharla, COPPELL
HM - Kylie Baber-Gonzalez, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN

ENTERTAINMENT PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Anneliese Olivo, W. CHARLES AKINS
2. Annaliese Rose, MIDWAY
3. Samantha Freeman, COPPELL
HM - Staff, HOLMES

NEWS PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Dee Carreon, W. CHARLES AKINS
2. Joseph Mazella and Zoe George, BELLAIRE
3. Norseman Staff, BRYAN
HM - Dee Carreon, W. CHARLES AKINS

EDITORIAL PAGE/SPREAD DESIGN
1. Jessica Haner and Adia West, MIDWAY
2. Adam Vasquez, HOLMES
3. Kylie Baber-Gonzalez, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN
HM - Luis Chavez, JOHN PAUL STEVENS

PAGE ONE NEWSPAPER DESIGN
1. Peter Dang, JAMES BOWIE
2. Nicholas Pranske, COPPELL
3. Peter Dang, JAMES BOWIE
HM - Staff, BRYAN

PAGE ONE NEWS MAGAZINE DESIGN
1. Celeste Hoover, CINCO RANCH
2. Adam Remels and Mizuki Kai, BELLAIRE
3. Adam Vasquez, HOLMES
HM - Emily Lundell, MARCUS
HM - Abigail HII, HENDRICKSON
HM - Staff, HOLMES

GENERAL NEWS PHOTO
1. Bailey Lai, COPPELL
2. Angela Glass, W. CHARLES AKINS
3. Bailey Lai, COPPELL
HM - Meredith Moore, MIDWAY

FEATURE PHOTO
1. Annie Dunn, MIDWAY
2. Mia Folkers, JAMES BOWIE
3. Esbeydi Martinez, MIDWAY

ENTERTAINMENT PHOTO
1. Nallely Balderas, BRYAN
2. Dustin Prestridge, W. CHARLES AKINS
3. Faith Lawrence, JAMES BOWIE
HM - Lauryn Samudio, JOHN PAUL STEVENS
HM - Rae Gray, JAMES BOWIE

SPORTS ACTION PHOTO
1. Rae Gray, JAMES BOWIE
2. Luke Becerra, W. CHARLES AKINS
3. Samuel Lamkin, MIDWAY
HM - Alexis Gonzales, JOHN PAUL STEVENS

SPORTS FEATURE PHOTO
1. Diego Gutierrez, W. CHARLES AKINS
2. Leslie Gorostiea, ALIEF HASTINGS
3. Abigail Hill, HENDRICKSON
HM - Rae Gray, JAMES BOWIE

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Colby Menefee, BUFFALO HS
2. Griffin Prince, TEAGUE HS
3. Colby Menefee, BUFFALO HS

SPORTS NEWS STORY
1. Kaline Martinez, BUFFALO HS
2. Iris Valles, BUFFALO HS
3. Meagan Moseley, HARMONY SCHOOL OF INNOVATION
HM - Staff, JAMES BOWIE

HEADLINES
1. Staff, JAMES BOWIE
2. Kelsey Roberson, Erin Kody, Joanna Warren, Mackenzie Kody, Annabel Gustin, CY-FAIR
3. Staff, BRYAN
HM - Staff, MIDWAY

PHOTO PORTFOLIO
1. Samuel Lamkin, MIDWAY
2. Rae Gray, JAMES BOWIE
HM - Staff, JAMES BOWIE
HM - Staff, MIDWAY

FEATURE WRITING
1. Emma Adams, BUFFALO HS
2. Ayia Mousa and Lesly Almazan, HARMONY SCHOOL OF INNOVATION
3. Janaya Williamson and Joseph Capeau, RED OAK MS
HM - Kaprice Jackson, Mariah Barrillo Lesly Almazan, Harmony Rice, Deshun Brown, Xochitl Yanez, Ana Bernal, HARMONY SCHOOL OF INNOVATION

EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Colby Menefee, BUFFALO HS
2. Griffin Prince, TEAGUE HS
3. Colby Menefee, BUFFALO HS

NEWS FEATURE
1. Emma Adams, BUFFALO HS
2. Ayia Mousa and Lesly Almazan, HARMONY SCHOOL OF INNOVATION
3. Janaya Williamson and Joseph Capeau, RED OAK MS
HM - Kaprice Jackson, Mariah Barrillo Lesly Almazan, Harmony Rice, Deshun Brown, Xochitl Yanez, Ana Bernal, HARMONY SCHOOL OF INNOVATION

EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Colby Menefee, BUFFALO HS
2. Griffin Prince, TEAGUE HS
3. Colby Menefee, BUFFALO HS

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Justin Mcnelkan, GRACE PREPARATORY ACADEMY
2. Jazlynn Early, BUFFALO HS
3. Holden Rodgers, GRACE PREPARATORY ACADEMY

MS-3A Online NP

NEWS WRITING
1. Sherlynn Rodriguez, BUFALO HS
2. Lanea Bayless, TEAGUE HS
3. Hadley Norris and Hannah McDonough, CANYON VISTA MS
HM - Olivia Basques, RED OAK MS
HM - Ashlyn Carrillo, BUFFALO HS

NEWS FEATURE
1. Emma Adams, BUFFALO HS
2. Ayia Mousa and Lesly Almazan, HARMONY SCHOOL OF INNOVATION
3. Janaya Williamson and Joseph Capeau, RED OAK MS
HM - Kaprice Jackson, Mariah Barrillo Lesly Almazan, Harmony Rice, Deshun Brown, Xochitl Yanez, Ana Bernal, HARMONY SCHOOL OF INNOVATION

EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Colby Menefee, BUFFALO HS
2. Griffin Prince, TEAGUE HS
3. Colby Menefee, BUFFALO HS

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Justin Mcnelkan, GRACE PREPARATORY ACADEMY
2. Jazlynn Early, BUFFALO HS
3. Holden Rodgers, GRACE PREPARATORY ACADEMY
2019-2020 NEWSPAPER INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

FEATURE WRITING
1. Justin Mcnelkan, GRACE PREPARATORY ACADEMY
2. Jazlynn Early, BUFFALO HS
3. Holden Rodgers, GRACE PREPARATORY ACADEMY

HM - Mercy Forrister, CAN YON VISTA MS

MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE
1. Riley Wambsganss, Kensley Walters and Holton Hester, GRACE PREPARATORY ACADEMY
2. Hadley Norris and Hannah McDonough, CAN YON VISTA MS
3. Jessie Van Den Berg, CAN YON VISTA MS

INFOGRAPHIC
1. Gabriel Paredes, CANYON

PHOTO SLIDE SHOW
1. Crew Roberts, GRACE PREPARATORY ACADEMY
2. DeShun Brown, Lesly Almazan, Briana Berry, Ana Bernal, Briana Berry, Aleyiah Wilson, Christopher Ridad, Margaret Cordero, HARMONY SCHOOL OF INNOVATION

PERSONAL OPINION COLUMNS
1. Colby Menefee, BUFFALO HS
2. Kaprice Jackson, HARMONY SCHOOL OF INNOVATION
3. Hannah McDonough, CAN YON VISTA MS
4. Riley Wambsganss, GRACE PREPARATORY ACADEMY

EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Trinity Flaten, ARGYLE
2. Sarah Crowder, ARGYLE
3. Cade Campbell, MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE

SPORTS NEWS STORY
1. Luke Bruce, CANYON
2. Robin Franklin, SEMINOLE
3. Luke Bruce, CANYON

IN-DEPTH NEWS/FEATURE PACKAGE
1. Sarah Crowder and Jaclyn Harris, ARGYLE
2. Jaclyn Harris, Ashlynn Roberts, ARGYLE
3. Kenna Luttrell and Asia Hays, STEPHENVILLE

4A Online
NEWS WRITING
1. Blake Loria, CANYON
2. Sarah Crowder and Trinity Flaten, ARGYLE
3. Brooke Miller, Lampasas

EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Trinity Flaten, ARGYLE
2. Sarah Crowder, ARGYLE
3. Cade Campbell, MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Hannah Backus and Abigail Bell, CANYON
2. Margie Savage, FAIRFIELD
3. Sam Mykel, ARGYLE

PERSONAL OPINION COLUMN
1. Abigail Bell, CANYON
2. Blake Loria, CANYON
3. Robin Franklin, SEMINOLE

GENERAL NEWS PHOTO
1. Jaclyn Harris, ARGYLE
2. Jaclyn Harris, ARGYLE
3. Brooklyn Pernell, CANYON

SPORTS COLUMN
1. Lauren Curtis, MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE
2. Robin Franklin, SEMINOLE
3. Luke Bruce, CANYON

VIDEO STORY
1. Alayna Amen and Moises Ybaben Burciage, SEMINOLE
2. Sydney Gonzales, SEMINOLE

FEATURE PHOTO
1. Maya Saldivar, STEPHENVILLE
2. Penelope Neudorf, SEMINOLE
3. Kamryn Hatch, MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE

MUSIC STORY
1. Jada Boner, DECATURE
2. Sydney Gonzales, SEMINOLE
3. Sydney Gonzales, SEMINOLE

COMPUTER ART
1. Jada Boner, DECATURE
2. Sydney Gonzales, SEMINOLE
3. Sydney Gonzales, SEMINOLE

STUDENT ARTWORK/CARTOON
1. Magen McMillian, DECATURE
2. Ayanna Alexander, MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE
3. Maya Saldivar, STEPHENVILLE

INFOGRAPHIC/SIDEBAR
1. Ashlynn Roberts, ARGYLE
2. Ashlynn Roberts, ARGYLE
3. Trenton Kercheval, MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE

MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE
1. Sarah Crowder and Trinity Flaten, ARGYLE
2. Sydney Gonzales, Nicole Moncayo, Linda Giesbrecht, Anette Sanchez, Jocelyn Gonzales, Jenny Klassen, SEMINOLE
3. Nereyda Espinoza, FAIRFIELD

ENTERTAINMENT REVIEW
1. Conner Payne, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Cade Campbell, MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE
3. Ashlynn Roberts, ARGYLE

PHOTO SLIDE SHOW
1. Alex Daggett and Trinity Flaten, ARGYLE
2. Grace Stivers, LAMPASAS
3. Katie Ray, ARGYLE

PERSONAL COLUMN
1. Billy Mykel, ARGYLE
2. Erin Green, MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE
3. Claire Meyer, CANYON

GENERAL NEWS PHOTO
1. Maya Saldivar, STEPHENVILLE
2. Penelope Neudorf, SEMINOLE
3. Kamryn Hatch, MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE

FEATURE PHOTO
1. Maya Saldivar, STEPHENVILLE
2. Penelope Neudorf, SEMINOLE
3. Kamryn Hatch, MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE
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THIAN HERITAGE
HM- Adam Arthurs, LAMPASAS

ENTERTAINMENT PHOTO
1. Alex Daggett, ARGYLE
2. Jaclyn Harris, ARGYLE
3. Kodi Hicks, CANYON

SPORTS ACTION PHOTO
1. Alex Daggett, ARGYLE
2. Maya Saldivar, STEPHENVILLE
3. Linda Giesbrecht, SEMINOLE

SPORTS FEATURE PHOTO
1. Nicolae Moncayo, SEMINOLE
2. Chris Ybarra, LAMPASAS
3. Kiley Duggan, CANYON

PHOTO PORTFOLIO
1. Andrew Fritz, ARGYLE
2. Macey Verner, STEPHENVILLE
3. Nicolae Moncayo, SEMINOLE

HEADLINES
1. Staff, DECATUR

5A Online

NEWS WRITING
1. Yael Even, LIBERTY
2. Matthew McCoy, LEGACY
3. Aaron Boehmer, LIBERTY
HM- Ryland Mallett, LEGACY
HM- Kate Boyle, MCCALLOM
HM- Molly Kyles, TEXAS
HM- Daja Dansby, MANSFIELD TIMBERVIEW

FEATURE WRITING
1. Peyton Sims, Kate Morgan, TEXAS
2. Kasey Harvey, LIBERTY
3. Addison Cross, Grey Johnson, TEXAS
HM- Ryland Mallett, LEGACY
HM- Melissa De La Cruz, LEGACY
HM- Carlie Rutledge, WILLIS
HM- Andrea Ensign, WYLIE EAST
HM- Daja Dansby, MANSFIELD TIMBERVIEW
HM- Ana Cuen, LIBERTY
HM- Bella Russo and Selena De Jesus, MCCALLOM

PERSONAL OPINION COLUMN
1. Karina Li, LOVEJOY
2. Lulu Butler and Kelsey Carroll, LOVEJOY
3. Keonna Burnett, LEGACY
HM- Makenzie Hofert, TEXAS
HM- Trisha Dasgupta, LIBERTY
HM- Kristen Tibbetts, MCCALLOM

IN DEPTH NEWS/FEATURE PACKAGE
1. Aliza Porter, Lucas Barr, LIBERTY
2. Sembree Year, LEGACY
3. Addy Bates, CEDAR PARK
HM- Risa Darlington-Horta, Dylan Hildebrandt, Zoe Hocker, Alex Martinez, Samantha Powers, Elisha Scott, Stella Shenkman, Alysa Spiro, MCCALLOM
HM- Andrew Velarde, LINDALE

IN DEPTH NEWS/FEATURE
1. John Gayden, MANSFIELD TIMBERVIEW
2. Ali McNew, WILLIS
3. John Gayden, MANSFIELD TIMBERVIEW
HM- Bella Russo, MCCALLOM

INFOGRAPHIC/SIDEBAR
1. Melissa De La Cruz, LEGACY
2. Grace Nugent, MCCALLOM
3. Kaitlin Anderson, LOVEJOY
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MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE
1. Brinley Koenig, LEGACY
2. Ale Luera, Mira MacLaurin, Elly Schottman, MCCALLUM
3. Josie Bradshawby, Sydney Demmon, Alex Gold, Jayden Mason, Daniela Morrow, Lydia Reedy, Bella Russo, Regan Sims, Sarah Slaten, Joe Tanner and Ron Wollben, MCCALLUM
HM- Sembree Year, Samantha Gerges, LEGACY

SPORTS FEATURE PHOTO
1. Anna Bausman, MCCALLUM
2. Seth Miller, LEGACY
3. Natalie Cohen, CEDAR PARK
HM- Payton Lee, PORT NECHES-GROVES

EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Mylo Bissell, CHARLES AKINS
2. Catherine Diel, SMITHSON VALLEY
3. Leila Oluokog, HEBRON
HM- Rebekah Mann, SMITHSON VALLEY
HM- Katie Holme, JAMES BOWIE
HM- Ella Reid, Harshita Avirneni and Codi Farmer, VANDEGRIFT

SPORTS NEWS STORY
1. Adam Jasper, Jake La Barberia, WESTLAKE
2. Katlynn Fox and Mitchell Mayhew, HEBRON
3. Nicholas Pranske, COPPELL
HM- Naya Tillisch, JAMES BOWIE
HM- Afif Abidi, COPPELL
HM- Kayla Bachick, VANDEGRIFT

FEATURE WRITING
1. Pramika Kadari, COPPELL
2. Madi Farmer and Aarya Charania, MARCUS
3. Sarosh Ismail, HEBRON
HM- Bronte Rollins, MCKINNEY
HM- Aarya Charania, MARCUS
HM- Dylan Ebs, JAMES BOWIE

PHOTO PORTFOLIO
1. Caleb Melville, MCCALLUM
2. Kelsey Carroll, LOVEJOY
3. Kennedy Weatherby, MCCALLUM
HM- Addie Orr, WYLIE EAST
HM- Conner Riley, LEGACY

PERSONAL COLUMN
1. Anna Velazquez, LEWISVILLE
2. Camila Villarreal, COPPELL
3. Andria Pascencia, LEWISVILLE
HM- Reyha Mosby, MARCUS
HM- Ivy Hansen, JERSEY VILLAGE
HM- Liz Kemsley, BRIDGE LAND

SPORTS ACTION PHOTO
1. Kaitlyn Rogers, TEXAS
2. Seth Miller, LEGACY
3. Bailey Groom, TEXAS
HM- Caleb Melville, MCCALLUM

SPORTS COLUMN
1. Claire Clements, COPPELL
2. Jake Schlanger, WEST-
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STATISTICS

1. Connor Tate, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN
   HM - Ana Arredondo, PROSPER
   HM - Sally Parampattil, COPPELL
   HM - Tommy Yarris, BRIDGELAND

IN-DEPTH NEWS/FEATURE PACKAGE

1. Gabby Winans and Haley Medeiros, PROSPER
2. Katie Johnson, Khaeta Cama, Aaron Boateng, Gabby Winans, Ana Arredondo, PROSPER
3. Staff, HEBRON
   HM - Akif Abidi, COPPELL
   HM - Samantha Thornfelt, Madi Olivier and Ayra Charania, MARCUS
   HM - Faith Lawrence, JAMES BOWIE

COMPUTER ART

1. Sumin Kim, JAMES BOWIE
2. Lizeth Godinez, LEWISVILLE
3. Shriya Vanparia, COPPELL
   HM - Belle Dilger, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN
   HM - Shruti Patel, JAMES BOWIE
   HM - Shriya Vanparia, COPPELL

STUDENT ARTWORK/CARTOON

1. Shriya Vanparia, COPPELL
2. Belle Dilger, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN
3. Lauren Torres, CINCO RANCH
   HM - Shriya Vanparia, COPPELL

INFOGRAPHIC/SIDEBAR

1. Alexandra Canizales, Anna Velazquez, LEWISVILLE
2. Ana Arredondo, PROSPER
3. Haley Medeiros, PROSPER
   HM - Marisa Salazar, JAMES BOWIE

MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE

1. McKenna Cowley, MARCUS
2. Natalie Cullen and Izzy Rejino, JAMES BOWIE
3. Lauren Joy, Natalie Cullen and Izzy Rejino, JAMES BOWIE

VIDEO STORY

1. Emma Hutchinson, PROSPER
2. Caroline Wilburn, PROSPER
3. Johnny Longoria, Jacob White, Julia Oesterreicher, MCKINNEY
   HM - Natalie Cullen and Izzy Rejino, JAMES BOWIE
   HM - Valerie Benzinger, Somari Carr, LEWISVILLE

GENERAL NEWS PHOTO

1. Samantha Freeman, COPPELL
2. Esmeralda Sosa, MCKINNEY
3. Bethany Bissell, CHARLES AKINS
   HM - Emily Lundell, MARCUS
   HM - Elizabeth Chan, MCKINNEY
   HM - Anna Velazquez, LEWISVILLE

FEATURE PHOTO

1. Mariana Ramirez, MCKINNEY
2. Landry Raymond, MCKINNEY
3. Valerie Benzinger, LEWISVILLE
   HM - Emma Siebold, SMITHSON VALLEY
   HM - Mariela Vargas, JERSEY VILLAGE
   HM - Rae Gray, JAMES BOWIE

ENTERTAINMENT PHOTO

1. Sarah Wang, WESTWOOD
2. Jacque King, MCKINNEY
3. Landry Raymond, MCKINNEY
   HM - Abbey Repka, JAMES BOWIE
   HM - Rae Gray, JAMES BOWIE
   HM - Gianncarlo Hernandez, JERSEY VILLAGE

SPORTS ACTION PHOTO

1. Esmeralda Sosa, MCKINNEY
2. Ishika Samant, WESTWOOD
3. LANDRY RAYMOND, MCKINNEY

SPORTS FEATURE PHOTO

1. Emily Cruz, DUNCANVILLE
2. Elizabeth Chan, MCKINNEY
3. Zoe Rivers, KLEIN CAIN
   HM - Elizabeth Chan, MCKINNEY
   HM - Leila Masalihit, SMITHSON VALLEY
   HM - Mariela Vargas, JERSEY VILLAGE

PORTRAIT

1. Donaji Gutierrez, DUNCANVILLE
2. Arisha Hirji, HEBRON
3. Reagan Zuniga, JAMES BOWIE
   HM - Charlotte Gottfried, KLEIN CAIN
   HM - Charlotte Vanyo, COPPELL
   HM - Pablo Gamon, DUNCANVILLE

PHOTO PORTFOLIO

1. Landry Raymond, MCKINNEY
2. Emily Cruz, DUNCANVILLE
3. Ishika Samant, WESTWOOD
   HM - Mariela Vargas, JERSEY VILLAGE
   HM - Beau Brittain, JERSEY VILLAGE
   HM - Christi Norris, PROSPER

HEADLINES

1. Isabella Abraham, Katie Johnson, Ana Arredondo and Kennedy Wyles, PROSPER
2. Staff, BRYAN
3. Staff, JAMES BOWIE
   HM - Staff, SMITHSON VALLEY
   HM - Staff, VANDEGRIFT

Rookie Newspaper Awards

NEWS WRITING

1. Gabi Rodriguez, Vivian Huynh, CARNEGIE VAN GUARD

COLUMN WRITING

1. Leo Bader, CARNEGIE VANGUARD

FEATURE WRITING

1. Allegra Fernandez, Andrew Mai, CARNEGIE VAN GUARD
2. Katherine Linares, Maria Angelica Amaya, CARNEGIE VANGUARD

SPORTS FEATURE

1. Vivian Huynh, CARNEGIE VANGUARD
**2019-2020 Broadcast Individual Achievement Awards**

### MS-4A

#### General News Story
1. Moises Ybben Burciaga, SEMINOLE
2. Robin Franklin, SEMINOLE
3. Makenna Adamson, Kiera Watson, Alaina Klinger, Abigail Getenet, WILLOW SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL

#### General News Writing
1. Rachel Lewis, FAIRFIELD
2. Alaina Klinger, Abigail Getenet, Makenna Adamson, WILLOW SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL
3. Laila Fry and Abbie Burt, BUNA

#### General Feature Writing
1. Alyson Sanchez & Valeria Ramirez, FAIRFIELD
2. Addie Cox, FAIRFIELD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
3. Ann Lindsey & Timia Cook, PLEASANT GROVE

#### General Sports Writing
1. Ally Robinson & McKinna Brackens, FAIRFIELD
2. Chloe Smith, Ava Haas, WILLOW SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL
3. Skylar Rucker, Ben Muirhead, Kyle Branch, WILLOW SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL
4. Alice Scott & Mateo Jones, KEALING MIDDLE SCHOOL
5. Brianna Miller & Phoebe Miller, KEALING MIDDLE SCHOOL

#### Feature Story
1. Alayna Amen and Moises Ybben Burciaga, SEMINOLE
2. Valeria Ramirez, Alyson Sanchez, FAIRFIELD
3. Payton Archer, Emma Hansen, Katherine Smith, WILLOW SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL

#### Documentary
1. Faith Madsen, Grace Bender, SALADO
2. Elda Espinoza & Ally Robinson, FAIRFIELD
3. Campbell Wilmot, ARGYLE

#### General Sports Story
1. Georgia Cobb & Grayson Taylor, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Robin Franklin, SEMINOLE
3. Emma Hansen, Payton Archer, Christian Giordano, WILLOW SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL

#### Sports Feature Story
1. Zoe May & Olivia Kirk, PLEASANT GROVE
2. Karen Abad, Andres Leal, NORTH SHORE 9TH GRADE
3. Ally Robinson & McKinna Brackens, FAIRFIELD
4. McKinna Brackens, FAIRFIELD

#### Anchor Team Presentation
1. Faith Madsen and Jason Mckinney, SALADO
2. Faith Madsen and Connor Howard, SALADO
3. Julia Jackson and Lexi Gibson, BUNA
4. Jozi Mason and Brooklyn Walden, BUNA
5. Alayna Amen and Ainslee Harvey, SEMINOLE

#### Graphics
1. Glenn Miller, Andres Leal, Ahnaf Adib, Devin Hewett, Gabriella Cruz, Ayleen Hernandez, NORTH SHORE 9TH GRADE
2. Ethan Dunn, Jayden Sanders, Tristan Tobias, NORTH SHORE 9TH GRADE
3. Addie Cox, FAIRFIELD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
4. Dionicio Azuara, FAIRFIELD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
5. All Staff, WILLOW SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL

#### Promotion/Commercial/PSA
1. Valeria Ramirez, FAIRFIELD
2. Emmeline Duhon and Piper Hitchcock, K
3. Isaac Guzman & Naomi Pearson, KEALING MIDDLE SCHOOL
4. Chloe Smith, Caroline Topchick, WILLOW SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL

#### Technical Directing
1. 5th Period Staff, WILLOW SPRINGS MIDDLE SCHOOL
2. Noah Thomas, Osiel Llanas, Ethan James, NORTH SHORE 9TH GRADE
3. Karen Abad, Daniel Treviño, Jessica Carlson, NORTH SHORE 9TH GRADE
4. Laila Fry and Abbie Burt, BUNA
5. Kyler Stark and Ashton Alexander, BUNA

### 5A-6A

#### General News Story
1. Nathan Lowenstein, LEBANON TRAIL
2. Haniah Qureshi and Sophia Mahmood, HEBRON
3. Sara Hummadi, Ally Tauber, Lina Pham, MCKINNEY

#### General News Writing
1. Nathan Lowenstein, LEBANON TRAIL
2. Haniah Qureshi and Michelle Yoo, HEBRON
3. Sydney King and Claire Askew, MARCUS

---

*The judge did award a few ties this year. He said the work was so high quality that they deserved the medals.*
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GENERAL FEATURE WRITING
1. Zach Hartl, Carlos Pena, Colten Boyles, Diego Enrico, Elyssabeth Pratt, CINCO RANCH
2. Elyssabeth Pratt, Natalia Nava, Keaton Urioste, Carlos Pena, CINCO RANCH
3. Ashley Littlepaige and Alyena Gilani, MARCUS

GENERAL SPORTS WRITING
1. Sydney King and Austin Cork, MARCUS
1. Sydney King and Matias Palacios, MARCUS
2. Walker Shippy, LIBERTY
2. Walker Shippy, LIBERTY
3. Mya Peterson, PROSPER
3. Maggie Hale, PROSPER

FEATURE STORY
1. Elyssabeth Pratt, Natalia Nava, Carlos Pena, Keaton Urioste, CINCO RANCH
2. Grant Johnson, PROSPER
3. Ally Tauber, MCKINNEY

DOCUMENTARY
1. Chloe Selvey, Katie Johnson, PROSPER
1. Max Havens, Prosper
2. Natalie Adams, Cole Imhoff, and Ethan Imhoff, COPPELL
2. Juliana Thompson, Aruni Chhimwal, Bushra Issa, Thea Massi, COPPELL
3. Miles Davis, Derek Lyons and Tanner Bass, RANDALL

GENERAL SPORTS STORY
1. Andrew White, MARCUS
2. Emily Nobles, Annie Bruhnke, CINCO RANCH
2. Emily Nobles, Annie Bruhnke, CINCO RANCH
3. Francisco Hernandez, JERSEY VILLAGE

SPORTS FEATURE STORY
1. Khshaeta Cama, PROSPER
2. Camilla Vieyra, Keaton Urioste, Johnna Campbell, Colten Boyles, Zach Hartl, Elyssabeth Pratt, CINCO RANCH
3. Ixchell Ibanez, HERITAGE

ANCHOR TEAM PRESENTATION
1. CPHS News Staff, CEDAR PARK
2. Maggie Hale, Tyler Windon, Brayden Brandvold, Mya Peterson, PROSPER
3. Siddarth Jayakumar and Andrew White, MARCUS

GRAPHICS
1. Maggie Hale, PROSPER
2. Leif Messinger, CARROLL
3. D’aurus Poole, DUNCANVILLE

PROMOTION/COMMERCIAL/PSA
1. Ixchell Ibanez, HERITAGE
2. Evan Vines, CEDAR PARK
3. Kaleb Velez, JERSEY VILLAGE

TECHNICAL DIRECTING
1. Luke Beasley, Jaden Williams & CHAP TV Crew, WESTLAKE
2. Cameron Heinen, Charlie Ginn, Camilla Vieyra, CINCO RANCH
3. Ashton Eades, HERITAGE
3. Maya Aridi, HERITAGE

INTRO SEQUENCE
1. Grant Johnson, Julia Bisailion, PROSPER
1. Grant Johnson, Cristina Folsom, PROSPER
2. Robert Bizacky, Mildred Padilla, Sandesh Bharthur, COPPELL
3. Carter Waites, TOMBALL

DAILY ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. Chap Recap Crew 19-20, WESTLAKE
2. Will Deen, WAXAHACHIE
3. Will Deen, WAXAHACHIE

INDIVIDUAL ON-AIR TALENT
1. Evan Vines, CEDAR PARK
2. Maya Aridi, HERITAGE